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WELCOME
By the time you read this you will have survived Christmas, made it to 2017 and travelled to Durham. I hope your
trip was trouble-free and that the conference provides you with ideas, evidence and contacts that will inform
and inspire your learning and teaching activities in the coming year. Thanks for making it to Durham.
This year, the conference theme (suggested by delegates at the end of last year’s conference) returns to a classic
topic – assessment and feedback. Surveys such as the UK NSS suggest that there is still considerable room for
improvement here. Anyone involved in online assessment – whether as a student, lecturer or someone
supporting it - will know that it is a tricky thing to get right. The process can be quite complicated: online and/or
physical submission, anonymity, double-blind marking, rubrics, similarity detection, offline marking - sometimes
I am surprised that it works at all. We also need to be aware of technological determinism – just because the
tools exist doesn’t mean that we should use them or reshape our workflows unquestioningly. This summer Dai
Hounsell challenged my focus on rubrics, prepared feedback (QuickMarks, etc.) at an internal learning and
teaching conference here in Durham. He suggests we ask what we could most usefully do in the time we have
for providing feedback? It probably isn’t correcting spelling, or explaining the Harvard referencing system. He
was also suggesting that when students submit work, they should identify areas that they want the marker to
focus on – e.g. if they have spent a lot of time trying to improve the structure of their written work and want to
know if it is better. I’m hoping for similar insights from speakers at this event.
I am looking forward to Susie Scofield’s keynote this year. Working with Rola Ajjawi at the University of Dundee,
she has carried out a very interesting longitudinal study of the feedback process, looking at ways to turn this
into a true dialogue for both face-to-face and distance learners. We welcome the return of Alan Masson from
Blackboard (showing that you can speak at our conference and keep your job at the company), who will be
drawing on his experiences in both HE and the commercial sector when he engages with the theme. I am also
very pleased that Stuart Corbridge – our new VC – will be opening the conference.
Whether this is your first time, or you are a regular attendee, you are very welcome and we hope you have a
great experience. The event seems to attract just the right mix of people, so take the opportunity to make new
friends and catch up with old ones. We try to create a very informal atmosphere and encourage audience
participation.
We are very grateful to the companies that sponsor this event. They help us to keep the ticket prices down,
purchase necessities such as the conference chocolate bars and allow our senior management to sign the big
“book the castle” cheque early each new year. Please visit their stands, say hello to them in the sessions and
check out their offerings. We also have a number of Blackboard staff attending, make use of this opportunity to
chat to them and find out about the latest offerings – such as the new (purchasable) accessibility tool Blackboard Ally.
Julie Mulvey has done a fantastic job organising this event, juggling it amongst other key tasks – including rolling
out two new systems at Durham. Together, we have tried to anticipate your questions in this booklet, but if
we’ve left something out or you are unsure of anything just contact a member of the Learning Technologies
Team (pictures overleaf) or the staff at the Business School Reception Desk.
Thanks as ever for being part of #durbbu, I hope you enjoy the conference as much as I do,

Dr Malcolm Murray FRGS FHEA CMALT PG Cert
e-Learning Manager - Learning Technologies Team - Education
Computing & Information Service, Durham University
@malcolmmurray
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CONFERENCE SPONSORS

Blackboard Learn is a powerful tool for teachers to support their learners and for institutions to manage their
learning environment. At Pebble Learning we believe it is important for learners to have their own space in
addition to the institutionally controlled systems - a place that allows them to plan and record their learning
independent of the course or unit of study they are enrolled in. PebblePad provides a personal environment
that is not course specific and is available to users for free after they leave the institution. It is also important
that it is as easy as possible for people to work with PebblePad, so we have developed a feature rich
Blackboard Building Block™ to assist learners in their movement between the Blackboard Learn and
PebblePad environments.
www.pebblepad.co.uk | Representative: Matthew Wheeler

We’re an e-learning company that believes in the pedagogical benefits of interactive response technology.
We manufacture industry leading hardware and software solutions developed to enhance learning at all
levels.
At Turning Technologies, we are passionate about creating better learning experiences and believe in a future
where technology is usefully integrated into every learning environment. We are committed to innovation,
product reliability and developing relevant solutions that will improve instruction.
www.turningtechnologies.co.uk | Representatives: Mark Bush & Ashleigh McDowell

eXplorance is the proud maker of Blue™, an all-in-one Assessment Platform that automates
eLearning assessment, course evaluations, big data text analytics, eLearning social feedback, 360
evaluations, peer reviews and more. Unlike other solutions, Blue powers a cycle of continuous
improvement through benchmarking, stakeholder assessment, sophisticated reporting,
prescriptive analytics, and constant monitoring. eXplorance’s solutions have helped higher
education institutions achieve stronger student engagement, increase retention and achieve better
eLearning Outcomes.
For a brief overview see
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wz8ht5-oCo&feature=youtu.be&hd=1.
www.explorance.com | Representative: John Atherton
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Founded by pedagogues in 1999 and used extensively by many academic organisations around the
world, URKUND is synonymous with automated anti-plagiarism efforts in Northern and Western
Europe, to date allowing hundreds of thousands of teacher-hours to be spent on planning, teaching
and guidance instead. URKUND’s development over the years has led to a constant and stable
increase in client numbers without leading to compromising quality; this has resulted in HTW Berlin
finding URKUND to be the most effective plagiarism detection system in their latest two
comprehensive tests.
www.urkund.com | Representatives: James Bennett & Jonas Lundqvist

Turnitin is your partner in enhancing academic integrity and excellence through formative tools and
educational resources. Turnitin’s Feedback Studio is an industry-leading service for originality
checking, online grading and peer review - the Turnitin you’ve known for years, but now with key
mobile and accessibility upgrades, and an even faster content-crawler. Feedback Studio helps
educators save time assessing work, enabling the provision of engaging feedback to improve
student learning and help to raise standards of academic integrity by matching against the most
comprehensive database available. Turnitin is used by over 15,000 institutions, 1.6 million
instructors and 26 million students in 140 countries to take ownership of their ideas and build the
critical thinking skills that are the foundation of academic success.
www.turnitin.com | Representatives: Nazmin Razaq, Jamie Whitehead and Gary Finnigan
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LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES TEAM
Feel free to stop any of the people shown below if you’ve any questions about the
conference.

Malcolm
Murray

Julie
Mulvey

Candace
Nolan-Grant

Ross
Parker

Janet
Lavery

Stephen
Applegarth
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HOUSEKEEPING
Durham Business School
The conference is located in Durham Business School on Mill Hill Lane, Durham, DH1 3LB. You can refer any
queries to the Reception Desk staff, Conference Assistant, or to a member of the Learning Technologies Team,
who will be happy to help.
Wi-Fi Access
Wi-Fi access is available in the Durham University Business School. The University has signed up to EduRoam.
Should you need access to Durham Wifi then please connect to Durham Guest network with the userid on the
reverse of your badge.
Mobile Phones
Please turn your mobile phones to silent during the presentations, but we encourage you to tweet at any time our conference hash tag is #durbbu. We would love you to tweet photographs you have taken during the
conference.
Luggage
Coats rails are provided near to the Fusion Restaurant on the lower ground floor. Small bags can be stored
during the day by the Reception Desk staff. A member of staff will be on duty at all times to watch over these
items. Suitcases should be dropped off at the Reception Desk on the Ground Floor as you arrive where they
can be stored securely using a ticketing system.
Toilets
These are located on each floor of the Business School and are clearly signposted.
Transport
The staff at the Reception Desk can arrange individual taxis for your departure as long as you make the booking
before 10 am each morning. Durham Taxis are very popular so you need to book in advance.
A coach will be available at from 3.30 pm on the Friday afternoon to travel, once everyone is on board – hopefully
by 3.40 pm, from the Business School to Durham Railway Station. This is free of charge but you will need to
reserve your seat with the Conference Assistant by lunch-time on the Friday so that we are aware of numbers.
If you need to arrange transport to an airport please speak to staff at the Reception Desk the day before your
flight.
Please remember to check that you have all your belongings with you - so that you don’t have to come back for
something you have left behind!
Smoking
Durham University has a “No Smoking” policy in force. Smoking is not permitted in any part of University
premises or entrances at any time, by any person regardless of their status or business with the University.
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Fire Procedures
Fire Notices are posted throughout the building and if an alarm sounds, please evacuate the building in an
orderly fashion. You should congregate outside at the front of the Durham Business School where a register will
be taken.

Not Feeling Well?
Please contact the Reception Staff who can arrange assistance.
Meals
A buffet lunch will be available on the first day in the Fusion Restaurant on the lower Ground Floor of the Durham
Business School. Catering staff will be available to help you through the selection process. Please allow speakers
who are presenting straight after lunch to take priority.
You will need to wear your conference badge to indicate that you are a conference delegate and are thus entitled
to a free meal. As we are catering for over 100 people there may be queues so please be patient.
There you will be able to sit down and take the opportunity to mingle with other delegates and take the time to
chat with our Conference Sponsors.
If you have any specific dietary requirements, please identify yourself to a member of the Catering staff.
On Friday we provide a “take away” lunch in a bag. We have found that delegates who need to leave early
appreciate this. In your bag you will find a sandwich of your choice (from a selection), a bag of crisps, a piece of
fruit, a chocolate bar and a bottle of water/orange juice. We are also serving tea and coffee with this lunch
break.

Prayer Room
If you have need of a Prayer Room, then please speak to a member of staff on the Durham Business School main
reception, who will be able to give you access to a quiet room.
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DURHAM BUSINESS SCHOOL - LAYOUT
Ground Floor
Reception Desk
To The Left of the Reception Area

403 – Large Lecture Theatre
404 – Sponsors Area
405 - Medium Lecture Theatre
To The Right of the Reception Area

454 – Large Lecture Theatre
453 – Large Meeting/Workshop Room
427 – Blackboard Meeting Room
Directly Ahead from the Reception Area

Business School Lounge
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Lower Ground (Down the Stairs – there is a Lift)
Go down the stairs outside Room 403/208 – then turn Left and walk to the end

Business School Fusion Restaurant
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
DAY ONE THURSDAY, 5th JANUARY 2017
Start Time

9.30 am

Room

Registration in the Fusion Restaurant
Early morning tea, coffee, pastries and exhibits
Presenters - this is a good time to upload your slides & check equipment

10.30 am

Welcome to Durham

403

Professor Stuart Corbridge
Vice Chancellor of Durham University

10.35 am

Conference Opening

403

Malcolm Murray
Learning Technologies Team, Durham University

11.00 am

Opening Keynote
Susie J Schofield
University of Dundee

12.00 noon

A Sessions - 25 minutes

403

Galway’s Journey with the Grade Journey Tool
Sharon Flynn NUI Galway

403

Driving Module Evaluation with Automated Enterprise Surveys
Chris Slack Leeds University

405

URKUND – Plagiarism Detection Software
James Bennett & Jonas Lundqvist URKUND

454

12.30 pm

LUNCH in the Fusion Restaurant

1.30 pm

B Sessions - 45 minutes
Context is Key: Strategies and Tools for Assessment and Feedback
Wayne Britcliffe, Richard Walker & Amy Eyre University of York
Can Electronic Marking help Engage Students
Alison Graham & Sara Marsham Newcastle University
Talking about Templates
Pete Lonsdale & Tim Smale Keele University

2.15 pm

403
IT LAB
405

C Sessions – 25 minutes
The Future Role of Computer Aided Assessment in the Admissions Process
Ian Hallsworth-Jeeves & Chris O’Reily University of Derby

403

Content Collection – Keeping it Together
Hannah Stanley Scott, Michelle Boardman & Amy Humphreys University of Derby

405

Learning Experience Management – A Showcase of Summative and
Formative Feedback Applications by eXplorance
John Atherton eXplorance

454
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2.45 pm

Tea, Coffee & Exhibits in the Fusion Restaurant

3.15 pm

D Sessions - 25 minutes

3.45 pm

Game on! Can you Encourage participation in Blackboard Courses using
Gamification?
Malcolm Murray Durham University

403

Using Pebblepad for Dissertation Management with Newcastle Business School
Patrick Viney Northumbria University

405

Developing a Small Scale Lecture Recording Solution
James Leahy Regent’s University London

454

E Session - 45 minutes
Blackboard Ally - Making Course Content Accessible
Nicolaas Matthij Product Manager (Blackboard)

403

Through a seamless integration with the Learning Management System, Blackboard Ally focuses on
making course content more accessible. It helps institutions gain detailed insight into the accessibility
of their digital course content, provides guidance to teachers on how to improve the accessibility of
their content, and automatically provides students with a range of more accessible alternative formats.

4:30 pm

Finish

EVENING HOSPITALITY
6.00 pm

Undercroft Bar (Durham Castle)

Castle

Conference bar open from 6pm
Access it from the courtyard, using small black doors either side of the main steps
on the left hand side
6:45 pm

Guided Tour of Durham Castle

Castle

Tickets can be purchased from Conference Admin - £4.00
All funds donated to DUCK: Durham University Charity Kommittee (spelling fund)
7:30 pm

Drinks Reception

Castle

The Senate Room, University College (Durham Castle)
8:15 pm

Conference Dinner

Castle

The Great Hall, University College (Durham Castle)
10:00 pm

Undercroft Bar (Durham Castle)
The conference bar will remain open until midnight
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Castle

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
DAY TWO FRIDAY, 6th JANUARY 2017

Start Time

9.55 am

Room

Welcome Back

403

Malcolm Murray
Durham University

10.00 am

Ticked Off: Towards Better Assessment & Feedback:
The Blackboard Perspective

403

Alan Masson
Head of International Customer Success, Blackboard Inc

11.00 am

Refreshments in the Upstairs Lounge Area
Mid morning tea, coffee, pastries and exhibits

11.30 pm

F Sessions - 25 minutes

12.00 noon

University Wide Assessment – A Common Module Solution
Steve Dawes Regent’s University London

403

Online Assessment – A Marriage between Faculty and Registry
Maria Tannant University of the Creative Arts

405

Advanced System Reporting – More than a Tick Box Exercise
John Langford Edge Hill University

454

G Sessions - 25 minutes
No! Don’t Put That There!
Tim Smale Keele University

403

Goodbye Text, Hello Visual Learning: Using Screen Capture to enhance the
Student Assessment Journey
Emma Mayhew University of Reading

405

Getting Better Feedback from Better Feedback Technology
Stephen Vickers IMS Global

454

12.00 noon

UK BUGLUG - Blackboard User Group Leaders User Group Meeting
By Invitation Only (Including Lunch)

453

12.30 pm

LUNCH in the Upper Lounge Area
Paper bag lunches in case you need to leave early, Tea & Coffee

1.30 pm

H Sessions - 45 minutes
Playback Part 2 (Lessons Learned)
Phil Devine, Matt Street & Paul Pettit Keele University

403

Supporting Transition to University with Numbas outside the Maths
Department
Christian Lawson-Perfect & Chris Graham Newcastle University

405
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2.15 pm

2.45 pm

3.15 pm

I Sessions - 25 minutes
Fair, Fast, Feasible and Frugal Feedback
Adrian Molyneux Keele University School of Medicine

403

The Joy of Sets
Belinda Green University of Northampton

405

Using Pebblepad for Academic Professional Development
Tim Ellis Durham University CEEC

454

J Sessions - 25 minutes
New Dogs, New Tricks: An eAssessments Journey
Pete Lonsdale Keele University

403

Keep Calm and Turnitin: The impact of Peak Submission Identification and Just
in Time Support
Helen Davies University of Swansea

405

Writing on the Edge: Using Xerte Online Toolkit Corpus-Based Teaching
Activities to support students writing Assessments in Unfamiliar Genres
Megan Bruce, Simon Rees & Jessica Sequera Durham Foundation Centre

454

Conference Wrap Up
Malcolm Murray Durham University
Free shuttle bus service from the University to the Railway Station leaving
approximately 3.40 pm
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Opening Keynote
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 11.00 am – Room 403
Translating evidence-based principles to improved feedback
practices: The interACT case study
Dr Susie J Schofield Senior Lecturer / eLearning Lead
School of Medicine, University of Dundee
Susie Schofield started work life
programming then project managing in
the financial sector in London. This led
to an interest in training and education,
and she completed a PGCE at
Cambridge University in 1991. Moving
to Dundee in 1999, she studied for a
masters in applied computing, which
she combined with a 3-year research
assistant post on a European-funded
eLearning project. This was followed by
a PhD in the School of Education at
Dundee. She joined the worldrenowned Centre for Medical Education
(CME) in 2006 as Staff Development
Officer, supporting NHS doctors
involved in the undergraduate medical
curriculum in their educational role.
Appointed lecturer and eLearning
academic lead in 2009 on the Masters in Medical Education programme, she led the move of
the paper-based course to online. In 2013 she became CME’s internationalisation lead and
works with students and staff both locally, nationally and globally. She represents the
University on the SHED (Scottish Higher Education Developers) group.
Dundee’s MMEd is the largest in the world, with over 2000 matriculated students, the
majority studying totally online. A corridor conversation with a colleague relating to feedback
engagement led to a successful funding application with JISC, and interACT was born. This
work has resulted in several publications and presentations nationally and internationally,
and the next phase of development is underway. Susie’s keynote will be based on this case
study.
http://medicine.dundee.ac.uk/staff-member/dr-susie-j-schofield
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A Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 12.00 noon – Room 403
Galway's Journey With The Grade Journey Tool
Sharon Flynn – NUI Galway
Following a review of local processes for end of module grades return, a decision was made to
investigate the use of the Blackboard Grade Journey Tool to automate grade transfer from Blackboard
to the Student Information System. The Online Results Entry project went live for all modules in
December 2015, and in May 2016 was deemed a huge success, when 99% of marks were returned to
Exams Office by the deadline (the first time in living memory). This presentation will give an overview
of the Online Results Entry project, and the role the Teaching and Learning Centre played in it.

Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Blackboard Specific
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A Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 12.00 noon – Room 405
Driving Module Evaluation with
Automated Enterprise Surveys
Chris Slack - University of Leeds
Surveying students at the end of a module is now an essential tool in the delivery of a quality learning
experience to students, students who increasingly see themselves as consumers of the teaching we
offer in our institutions. However, getting the opinions of students can be slow, labour intensive and
costly. At the University of Leeds we have worked with Faculties and Schools to change the way our
module evaluations are delivered; moving from a paper based MCQ survey to automated online
delivery, using tools available in our Blackboard licence.
Last year we told you about our first steps with Blackboard’s Enterprise Surveys Tool. Today we want
to show you how you can use automation to streamline configuration and delivery of mass module
evaluations. We will present a full demo of a tool we’ve developed to automate the deployment of
Enterprise Surveys and we’ll be able to show you - through the experiences of our students, staff
members, school administrators - how this has made an impact.
The pilot has now been extended to 8 Schools as we continue to roll out across more of the University.
We can deliver automated module evaluations with simple configuration across the Institution using
a free tool as part of the Learn licence, Enterprise Surveys, and a free item as part of the
community/engagement licence, Institutional Hierarchies, plus some additional in-house
development.
We will demonstrate how module evaluations can be managed and used effectively while maintaining
control, managing permissions, scaling surveys effectively and managing expectations internally. We
will discuss our findings including successes, challenges, pitfalls, lessons learned. We’ll also outline the
plan for Leeds going forward and show you how to avoid known issues, as well as dispelling some
myths around the Enterprise Surveys tool.
eLearning | 25 Minute Presentation | Blackboard Specific
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A Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 12.00 noon – Room 454
URKUND – Sponsor Session

James Bennett & Jonas Lundqvist
This session will cover URKUND – the plagiarism prevention solution. James Bennet will talk about who
URKUND are, what they do, about their Blackboard Building Block and what’s on their Roadmap. This
will be followed by a Q&A Session.
Founded by pedagogues in 1999 and used extensively by many academic organisations around the
world, URKUND is synonymous with automated anti-plagiarism efforts in Northern and Western
Europe, to date allowing hundreds of thousands of teacher-hours to be spent on planning, teaching
and guidance instead. URKUND’s development over the years has led to a constant and stable increase
in client numbers without leading to compromising quality; this has resulted in HTW Berlin finding
URKUND to be the most effective plagiarism detection system in their latest two comprehensive tests.
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B Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 1.30 pm – Room 403
Context is Key: Strategies and Tools for Assessment and
Feedback
Wayne Britcliffe, Richard Walker and Amy Eyre – University of York
Background
This paper will explore the various contexts in which the delivery of electronic feedback to students is
being facilitated at the University of York through the use of learning technologies. We’ll explore how
those contexts have shaped the development of custom workflows for the creation and delivery of
feedback to students, as well as influencing choices over the tools that staff are now using.
Assessment and Feedback: A Hot Topic
Whether the driver is improving NSS scores or simply making the management of assessment and
feedback processes more efficient, the electronic management of assessment (EMA) is undoubtedly
a hot topic across the higher education sector. The recent Heads of e-Learning Forum report on EMA
indeed confirms this picture, reporting that the electronic submission of student work as the only form
of assessment submission now represents a mainstream practice across the sector.
This paper will outline the wide range of use cases for the delivery of electronic feedback to students
which are currently being employed at the University of York. We will provide an overview of the
custom workflows that have been developed for students and academic staff: these workflows range
from the use of a dedicated VLE environment for invigilated computer mediated closed exams through
to the adoption of an in-house anonymous assignment system for management of open summative
assessments. We will draw on the evaluation data on the staff and student experience that has been
collected over the past two years to highlight how these workflows have been implemented and
embedded across the university.
A key part of the presentation will address the levels of central support (pedagogic and technical)
which are required to support these EMA services. We will also touch on user adoption issues specifically how we are collaborating with academic staff and administrators to develop and
implement these workflows and encourage them to adopt them as part of their assessment practice.
Finally we will also touch on the affordances and the limitations of the platforms being leveraged to
support our use cases and will, in particular, dissect Blackboard Learn’s toolset – discussing how it can
be used to support feedback and assessment processes. We will share the work-arounds and
workflows developed to tackle the technical challenges that we have faced, and we will also highlight
the ‘gotchas’ that inevitably tend to be encountered when designing and implementing EMA
workflows.
Reference:
Newland, B. & Martin, L. (2016). Electronic Management of Assessment in UK HE in 2016. A HeLF
Survey Report. https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bz7E74T5Am22bXpIRmxxV0RyRWM/view
eLearning | 45 Minute Presentation | Any Platform
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B Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 1.30 pm – Room IT Lab
Can electronic marking help to engage students with
assessment and feedback?
Alison Graham & Sara Marsham – Newcastle University
Students frequently express frustration with assessment and feedback. We will describe a project
that aimed to improve the clarity of marking criteria, link feedback more explicitly to these criteria and
initiate a dialogue that would improve student performance on future assessments. We began by
developing assignment-specific marking criteria and provided a series of tutorials that analysed the
language used in the marking criteria, explored the differences between descriptions of different
grade ranges and gave opportunities for students to practice using the criteria to mark exemplars.
Following this, GradeMark (a TurnItIn product) was used as an electronic platform to provide feedback
on coursework. Within GradeMark, we developed libraries of feedback specific to a particular
assessment and its marking criteria. Using a bank of feedback comments improves consistency
between markers and allows for more detailed feedback to be given in the time available. Feedback
from students and colleagues has been extremely positive.
This workshop offers participants the opportunity to gain an overview of how GradeMark works and
use an existing comment library and marking rubric to give feedback on an example assessment. It is
aimed at academics who want to engage students with marking criteria or learn more about electronic
marking, and at learning technologists want to know more about how the use of electronic marking
could be encouraged in their institution.

Ticked Off | 45 Minute IT Lab Based Workshop
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B Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 1.30 pm – Room 405
Talking about Templates
Pete Lonsdale & Tim Smale - Keele University
Summary: In this workshop we will invite participants to discuss approaches and solutions to creating and using
templates in VLE and portfolio platforms. We will be discussing not just templates for course layouts but also
how to add structure to activities and processes for all aspects of learning activities including lectures, lecture
content, deploying assessments, running evaluations etc. We will invite participants to present their own ideas
and solutions based on a number of key areas.
We will begin the workshop with case studies from Keele University outlining how we have introduced templates
in our VLE (Blackboard) and portfolio platform (Pebblepad), detailing the motivations for these initiatives, how
we developed and designed the templates, and the issues involved in deploying, maintaining, and updating
them.
We will encourage participants with similar stories to share their experiences, but this workshop will be equally
relevant to those with experience of deploying templates and those who are new to this approach.
Participants will be asked to engage in small group workshop activities, focusing on some key questions such as:








What kind of structures work?
How can we deploy these templates?
How can we sell them to staff?
How should their use be encouraged/enforced?
Should auditing be undertaken?
How can personalisation be accommodated?
How do we address the tension between the need for both structure and creativity (especially relevant
to discussions about portfolios)

These questions will be set on the day according to the interests of the group.
Workshop Plan:
1. Introductions + plan for the workshop
2. Templates for VLE content areas + story from Keele University
3. Adding more (or less!) structure: content areas, use of folders
4. Small Group activities centred on the questions outlined above.
Expected outputs:
 An understanding of the benefits and disadvantages of using templates.
 An understanding of the considerations that need to be given to designing a template for a VLE.
 An understanding of how best to roll out a template to an institution on Bb.
 Collaboration and networking with others looking at similar situations and experiences.
To maximise the use of time during the actual workshop, we will be “flipping” this workshop and making
materials, discussions etc available online BEFORE the conference. We will present some examples of templates
and invite participation so that we determine the issues, questions, and activities people want to cover during
the workshop itself.
BLACKBOARD COURSESITES LINK: https://www.coursesites.com/webapps/Bb-sitescourse-creation-BBLEARN/handleSelfEnrollment.htmlx?course_id=_446368_1v

eLearning | 45 Minute Workshop | Any Platform
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C Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 2.15 pm – Room 403
The Future Role Of Computer Aided Assessment
In The Admissions Process
Ian Hallsworth-Jeeves & Chris O’Reily - University of Derby
Three courses offered by the School of Health and Social Care historically attract high applicant
numbers – the Adult Nursing, Mental Health Nursing and Diagnostic Imaging undergraduate degree
programmes attracted circa 2000 applications in 2015. Candidates attend on-campus interviews and
undertake paper-based diagnostic testing to assess literacy, numeracy and situation judgement. Tests
are marked by lecturers, and candidates are informed of their progress on the day of interview.
Applicant volume, facilitation of testing and the subsequent marking of paper-based tests, consumes
academic/support staff time roughly equivalent to the salary of a full-time lecturer. In addition, there
is a potentially negative impact on the university’s ‘student experience’ reputation, due to candidates
attending campus-based tests/interviews only to be informed early in the process that they have been
unsuccessful. These factors have led to a rethink about how diagnostic testing can be carried out in a
more effective, efficient and ‘stakeholder-friendly’ manner.
The Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) team, with its knowledge and experience of delivering
Computer Aided Assessment (CAA), agreed to assist health care academics in finding a solution to
reduce diagnostic testing overheads within the admissions process. TELs redevelopment of paperbased tests into an online, time-limited CAA impacted positively to decrease academic staff workload
and negate candidate travel to complete diagnostic testing.
This presentation will discuss work undertaken to achieve these successes. Questions concerning
delivery requirements for online testing, protecting question validity resulting from migration to a
web-based CAA platform, and dealing with unexpected digital literacy issues will all be tackled. Other
topics will include the practicalities of liaison between inter-departmental stake-holders and the
identification and management of delivery risks. Discussion here will include potential for candidates
to cheat - either individually or in groups, system failures before, during and after testing and how
data was interpreted and presented for use by Admissions and academics. Finally, discussion about
the future orientation of increasing the use of CAA within the admissions process will complete this
presentation.

Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Specific to Blackboard
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C Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 2.15 pm – Room 405
Content Collection - Keeping it Together
Hannah Stanley Scott, Michelle Boardman & Amy Humphreys - University of Derby
As a department offering purely online learning to our students we are continually reviewing the
student experience and looking for ways to enhance and improve our provision.
Historically, our module content had been delivered within a bespoke, and a little antiquated, web
based content management system. As an institution we are invested in Blackboard and so wanted
to explore the best use of the range of features available within the platform.
Blackboard Learn Content Collection was identified as an appropriate new home for our module
content and so, over a period of 4 months, we undertook to transfer all of our portfolio of modules
into Content Collection. Our portfolio consists of almost 300 modules across c.40 programmes and so
the project was considerable and involved hiring in a team of temporary developers.
We have now been using the Content Collection for over 12 months and so have learned how best to
develop assets and house them in the system; sharing content within the department and across the
institution.
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C Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 2.15 pm – Room 454
eXplorance – Sponsor Session

John Atherton

Managing Student Feedback with Blue and Bluepulse
John Atherton – Account Executive, eXplorance
As a Blackboard Premier Partner, eXplorance will showcase its student feedback solutions Blue and
Bluepulse.
John will be joined by Julie Mulvey from Durham University and Jim Emery from Glasgow Caledonian
University who will share their experiences of implementing the Blue software for module evaluations.
Founded in 2003, eXplorance is a privately held corporation based in Montreal, Canada with offices in
the United Kingdom, Australia and the Middle East. With employees working across the
globe, eXplorance is renowned for its innovative company culture and is deemed one of the
Best Workplaces in Canada by the Great Places to Work Institute®. Recognised for its accelerated
growth, technical innovation, and entrepreneurship, eXplorance ranks highly in Deloitte’s North
American Technology Fast 500™ (#295) and Canada Technology Fast 50™ (8th in QC, 35th in Canada)
lists.
Some of eXplorance’s clients include Liverpool John Moore’s University, RMIT University, University
of Louisville, University of Toronto, UC Berkeley, National University of Singapore, UAE University,
University of Groningen, National Bank of Canada and NASA.
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D Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 3.15 pm – Room 403
Game-On! Can You Encourage Participation In Blackboard
Courses Using Gamification?
Malcolm Murray – University of Durham
This proposal outlines a HEFCE-funded catalyst project which has just begun at the University. It is
attempting to apply gamification approaches (not just points, leaderboards and badges) to try and
provide a more engaging online experience for our students. If this works we hope to see more activity
on the site and in particular, more collaboration.
In the talk I will share the suggested approaches and the findings from our initial focus groups looking
at what might motivate students and equally importantly, what would turn them off. I will also be
looking at the way such approaches can be implemented in Blackboard - reviewing the existing tools,
open source add-ons and identifying a few areas where we might need to write our own.
The talk is likely to conclude with a discussion (some audience participation) seeking experiences and
suggestions from the audience.

eLearning | 25 Minute Presentation | Blackboard Specific
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D Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 3.15 pm – Room 405
Using Pebblepad for Dissertation Management within
Newcastle Business School
Patrick Viney – Northumbria University
Each year over 800 students undertake the undergraduate dissertation module within Newcastle
Business School, they are supported by over 100 academic tutors. Logistical issues in managing such
large numbers are significant, until 2015 a paper based system was used and particular difficulties
included:




Matching students to tutors who are knowledgeable in the specific area of the research and
also the proposed methodology.
Managing ethical approval proposals
Having a management overview of student progress during the dissertation

A solution for these problems was developed using PebblePad linked to Blackboard resulting in
robust, auditable, paper- free processes for managing dissertation proposals, ethical approval
submissions and tutor support during the dissertation.
Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Any Platform
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D Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 3.15 pm – Room 454
Developing A Small Scale Lecture Recording Solution
James Leahy, Learning Technology Content Developer, Regent's University London
This presentation will demonstrate how we’ve implemented a simple lecture recording system for
Regent’s despite very little demand for it amongst staff, having scant resources, and no budget.
Originally our Disability Officer pushed for lecture recordings for students with disabilities and
suggested that our Media Services department might be able to help facilitate the recording of
individual lectures, perhaps just the audio to begin with...
We faced a small level of opposition to initially as a lot of academics felt it might pave the way to
regular lesson observations and performance related pay… It didn’t help that our Comms department
didn’t really understand the service we were offering academics (and presented our system as
something threatening).
Despite the level of apprehension from staff, not to mention having no dedicated “Lecture Capture”
hardware or software we utilised existing appropriate systems and collaboration with sympathetic
departments (Media Services; IT; Student Services) to formulate a sustainable solution for lecturers to
request this service on a lecture-by-lecture basis and for the students to access and consume the
recordings they require.
I’ll describe how we identified and co-opted various seemingly disparate components, not least
Blackboard, to create a seamless service for staff and how this is being received by lecturers and
support colleagues, to add extra value to the Regent’s Student Experience.
Technical | 25 Minute Presentation | Any Platform
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E Session
Thursday, 5 January 2017 – 3.45 pm – Room 403
Blackboard Ally – Making Course Content Accessible
Nicolaas Matthij – Blackboard Product Manager
Through a seamless integration with the Learning Management System, Blackboard Ally focuses on
making course content more accessible. It helps institutions gain detailed insight into the
accessibility of their digital course content, provides guidance to teachers on how to improve the
accessibility of their content, and automatically provides students with a range of more accessible
alternative formats.

Blackboard Session | 45 Minute Presentation
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Blackboard Keynote
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 10.00 am – Room 403
Alan Masson
Head of International Customer Success, Blackboard
Ticked Off – Towards Better Assessment & Feedback:
The Blackboard Perspective
Dr Masson leads a team of functional experts that
support the realization of institutional strategic
benefits through the adoption of Blackboard
solutions. Previous to this role, he spent 10 years at
the University of Ulster leading the development and
delivery of e-learning and support services to
enhance the teaching and learning experience.
While at the University of Ulster, Dr Masson led a
number of large-scale, UK nationally funded
education enhancement projects. These projects
focused on a range of educational enhancement
themes including curriculum innovation, assessment
and feedback, digital literacy, learning design and the
integration of library and VLE services.
He has extensive experience of delivering curriculum innovation and assessment & feedback
enhancement workshops at a number of UK Universities and has acted as a critical friend to the Quality
Assurance Authority (QAA).
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F Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 11.30 am – Room 403
University-Wide Assessment – A Common Module Solution
Steve Dawes - Regent's University London
This presentation will explore how Assessment and Engagement are managed in the Regent’s
University London Common Module – Global Perspectives. We will look at the difficulties and
challenges that face assessment and engagement in a University-wide module and how these issues
were met using a blend of e-learning tools. The successes and failures of these efforts will be discussed
and suggestions for future iterations presented.
As an introduction the presentation will offer an overview of the Global Perspectives module and the
challenges facing it. We will look at the content of the module and the make-up of the student cohort
and how this presents faculty with numerous concerns around keeping a large, multi-disciplined
student body engaged and also in providing both tutors and students with an effective assessment
and feedback process.
The principal aspect of the presentation will then showcase how the Learning Technology Team
assisted academic staff in utilising a range of digital tools to counteract the issues discussed in Part 1.
Demonstrations will focus on using Poll Everywhere classroom voting to engage large student
audiences, promoting Blackboard Journals for consistent formative feedback, enhancing efficiency in
the Blackboard Grade Centre, and using Turnitin Rubrics for Summative assignments.
In conclusion the presentation will investigate the success and failures of the solutions that the
Learning Technology Team offered. There are a number of successes to be shared but we will also look
at occasions where a desired outcome has not been achieved, and some instances where new
problems have arisen through the use of digital tools. Moving forward we will also offer suggestions
for how things can be changed and enhanced in future iterations of the module – including introducing
peer feedback and incorporating multimedia assessments.
Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Any Platform
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F Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 11.30 am – Room 405

Online Assessment A Marriage Between Registry And Faculty
Maria Tannant - University for the Creative Arts
Within a creative arts university, assessment of work deals with physical objects alongside the written
which results in a mixed approach to marking and delivering feedback.
In moving towards a fully online assessment process, this presentation unpacks why the university
took the decision to give Registry responsibility for setting up all online submissions and assessment
forms via Turnitin, and how the TEL Team acted as broker to facilitate such a marriage.
The mantra for such change embodied parity for student learning and experience across all courses in
the use of Turnitin, leaving administration and process to Registry - sparing Faculty the pain.
References
BROWN, S. Large-scale innovation and change in UK higher education. Research in Learning
Technology. 21, 1-13, Jan. 2013. ISSN: 21567069.
OSBORNE, R; DUNNE, E; FARRAND, P. Integrating technologies into "authentic" assessment design:
an affordances approach. Research in Learning Technology. 21, 1-18, Jan. 2013. ISSN: 21567069.
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F Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 11.30 am – Room 454

Advanced System Reporting – More than a tick box exercise
John Langford, Learning Technology Development Systems Officer, Edge Hill University
Advanced System Reporting or ASR is a way for managed hosing clients to access and view a subset of
their live Blackboard Learn 9.1 data.
By using structured query language (SQL) we queries can be run to help understand and manage the
Blackboard Learn 9.1 environment.
Using SQL through ASR, it is possible to select elements of data to assist with a variety of scenarios.
For example, troubleshooting enrolment issues, checking system/institution/course roles, identifying
specific/groups of users and when they access the environment.
The session will examine the setup, configuration and software required to access the ASR database.
Also, the session will explore example case uses from Edge Hill University, in supporting both the
management and issue resolution for Blackboard Learn 9.1. With live practical examples and
commonly executed SQL queries to draw out useful system data.

Technical | 25 Minute Presentation | Specific to Blackboard
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G Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 12.00 noon – Room 403
No! Don't Put That There!
Tim Smale – University of Keele
Since moving to Blackboard Learn in 2011 I have been providing staff and students with a template
within which to place all course content. This should have brought uniformity to all of our course
layouts allowing students to navigate new courses with ease and predict content location. This
includes an assessment area with a dedicated folder for Turnitin submissions containing support
videos on how to submit, cover sheets and links to other support information. All Turnitin Dropboxes
(TADs) must be placed within this folder.
BUT staff do not always do as they are asked and sometimes place the TADs outside of this folder
leading to students not finding the support materials and cover sheets or missing the TAD and
reporting it missing.
I will demonstrate our template structure, which has continually received great feedback from
students, and an adaptation of technique demonstrated at #BbWorld16 (by A. Abrahamson & D.
Hillman, Boston University) which we have started using allowing us to use JavaScript injection to
apply a new CSS file to the page allowing us to change menu options and controls.
This presentation will provide you with example code that you can take away and try, even if you’ve
not worked with JavaScript or CSS before.

Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Specific to Blackboard
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G Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 12 noon – Room 405
Goodbye Text, Hello Visual Learning:
Using Screen Capture to Enhance the Student Assessment
Journey
Dr Emma Mayhew – University of Reading
The new generation of student often demands greater flexibility in terms of the pace and place of
learning and they often respond extremely well to the delivery of information in a much more visual
medium. Engagement increases and the retention of information significantly improves once a visual
stimulus is added to written or audio information.
One response is for universities to make much more use of highly innovative, free screen capture
software. By marrying this technology with relatively new visual presentation tools like Prezi,
VideoScribe and Powtoon, lecturers can create dynamic, short screencast videos on all aspects of the
assessment and feedback journey including essay writing, marking criteria and referencing as well as
video feedback.
This approach to the provision of additional 'on demand' learning has been adopted by small pockets
of colleagues across the UK Higher Education sector generating a considerable amount of extremely
positive student feedback. Screencast view rates and questionnaires suggest that this approach has
had a significant impact on student learning and satisfaction scores.

Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Applicable to any Platform
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G Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 12 noon – Room 454
Ticked Off:
Getting Better Feedback from Better Feedback Technology
Stephen Vickers – IMS Global
It is rare these days that all of the on-line learning activity takes place solely within the institution's
VLE, such as Blackboard Learn. It is far more common for these activities to be dissipated across
multiple systems from multiple vendors. Over recent years the Learning Tools Interoperability® (LTI®)
specification from IMS has been the de facto standard by which this learning ecosystem is created and
sustained. This specification allows users to enjoy a seamless experience in accessing the variety of
applications being used. But with this ease-of-access also comes a responsibility for enabling the
assessment and feedback from such disparate activities to be gathered in a common place for review
and action.
This presentation will demonstrate how Atomic Learning has leveraged the LTI specification to provide
simple, easy access to their learning support resources for both instructors and students in Blackboard
Learn, though a combination of the Content-Item and Launch messages. It will also show how it
returns progress and outcome information to Blackboard Learn using the existing Basic Outcomes
service and how the proposals for new IMS LTI Outcomes services will enable it to even better support
assessment and feedback needs.
Blackboard Learn is also supporting the IMS Caliper specification for learning analytics so that vendors
like Atomic Learning can also deliver event streams back to the VLE which can be used to generate
more holistic views of student activity.
IMS: Better Learning From Better Learning Technology™

Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Applicable to any Platform
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H Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 1.30 pm – Room 403
PlayBack Part 2 (Lessons Learned)
Phil Devine, Matt Street & Paul Pettit - Keele University
Following the launch of automated lecture capture across all academic schools at Keele University in
semester (1) 2016/17 (after a substantial project pilot in 2015/16) Keele University are now in a
position to begin to grow the PlayBack (capture technologies) project through semester (2) 2016/17
and beyond.
The aim(s) and overriding guiding principles of PlayBack are to enhance the student experience and
to support students reach their attainment potential. With that aim in mind our presentation will
describe and reflect on the experience of Keele University and the approach it has taken in launching
the PlayBack (lecture capture) project. Our presentation will have two main concerns those are (i)
Evaluation, Support and (ii) Open-source Technology (Opencast), Scaling and Technical implications.
Evaluation & Support
Evaluation of PlayBack Lecture Capture Pilot (& implications):
• Development of Protocols (& Guidance)
• Support processes for academic staff
• Pedagogical developments
• Future developments, curation of capture technologies and pedagogies.
Technical Launch (Opencast)
Opencast (what is Opencast, background):
• Scaling up the Playback Pilot.
• VLE (BB) & timetable integration.
• Problems encountered and solutions found.
• Future developments, Opencast (road-map).

ELearning | 45 Minute Presentation (1st part Non-Technical, 2nd part Technical) | Any Platform
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H Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 1.30 pm – Room 405
Supporting Transition to University with Numbas outside the
Maths department
Christian Lawson-Perfect & Chris Graham – Newcastle University
Many subjects, particularly in STEM, require some level of mathematics and/or statistics. A significant
number of students entering university struggle with an unexpectedly high level of assumed
mathematical proficiency in their courses.
This presentation discusses the use of Numbas, a widely used, open-source mathematical eassessment system, to support the transition into university of students in subject areas outside of
mathematics. We will discuss two case studies in psychology and biomedicine at Newcastle University.
Using existing open-access material, course leaders were able within a short time period to create a
large bank of formative and diagnostic tests and deliver it to students through Blackboard.
The electronic assessment of mathematics is challenging; it requires sophisticated algorithms to
handle such things as algebraic expressions. However it also offers substantial benefits to both
students and staff; not least that much of the marking can be automated, and high quality,
personalised feedback offered immediately to students.
Drawing on our experience of working in maths support and delivering assessments to mathematics
students for several years, the presentation will discuss the importance of a versatile e-assessment
system, and of the user experience (of both students, the end user, and staff, question editors),
particularly for those whose primary subject is not mathematics. It will identify best practices and
ways in which institutions can support the wider use of a tool such as Numbas.
Ticked Off | 45 Minute Presentation | Applicable to Any Platform
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I Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 2.15 pm – Room 403

Fair, fast, feasible and frugal feedback
Adrian Molyneux - Keele University School of Medicine
Since 2010 at Keele Medical School we have put a great deal of work into applying innovative
technological solutions to maximise the amount of timely feedback available, turning high-stakes
assessments into formative learning opportunities. This session looks in particular at the evolution of
our Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCEs).
Traditionally, despite being an extremely high-cost exam, OSCEs lead to a simple pass / fail result for
students. No opportunity was afforded to students to highlight areas in which they were deficient or
particularly strong, meaning follow-up work for them was difficult to target. Transforming the exam
marking process from paper-based to electronic via the Keele e-OSCE system has led to a huge
increase in the richness of data available, and an associated massive decrease in the time needed to
make results available to students.
e-OSCE comprises three main areas - an iPad app for examiners, a central data storage area and an
interactive web view for students accessible from Blackboard. The app allows marks to be awarded in
pre-assigned areas of a structured clinical assessment scheme, and for the examiner to provide voice
and written feedback.
Students are then able to view their marks and feedback using an intuitive web application. Selectable
views range in complexity from a simple pass / fail headline per station, to analysis of separate skills
and how performance is affected by the particular clinical scenario. In each view, students have an
accurate view of where they are placed within the cohort and the actions they need to take to
improve. Verbal and written feedback given by the examiner is available for instant download.
Students rate this new process extremely positively. A measure of the student engagement with the
system shows extremely high usage following the release of results and prior to further assessments,
highlighting the value of the system as a formative learning tool.
Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Applicable to Any Platform
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I Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 2.15 pm – Room 405
The Joy of Sets
Belinda Green - University of Northampton
The presentation will focus on two main creative use cases of assessment which are outside the
normal delivery modes.
Both streamline the process to improve staff and student experience by capitalising on the use of
Blackboard Learn groups / sets
The first will look at pedagogically innovative online debates which makes extensive use of discussion
boards to build a learning environment.
The second focuses on the using the groups tool to streamline the assessment, moderation and
feedback workflow ... all happening within a single day!
As a result of attending this session you will be able to adopt these techniques within your own
learning and teaching scenarios.
This session is targeted towards those staff responsible for delivering and supporting learning and
teaching.
Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Applicable to Any Platform
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I Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 2.15 pm – Room 454
The Durham Award - Using Pebblepad to encourage students
to reflect on their Academic and Professional Development
Tim Ellis – Careers, Enterprise & Employability Centre, Durham University
The Durham Award is an employability award that has been available to up to 150 final year
undergraduate students each year at Durham University. This award has now developed and
expanded - from January 2017 it will be offered to over 9000 first and second year students. From
October 2017 it will be available to all 13,000 undergraduate students. Students can take part in up to
3 stages within the Award - An Academic Skills Award, a Professional Skills Award and the Durham
Award. Multiple stakeholders within the University are involved in offering the Awards to students
who can receive recognition for their skills development within their course, through extracurricular
activities, work experience, volunteering and community involvement.
We will look at the journey that we have been on to get to this stage from working with multiple
stakeholders across the institution, getting buy in from senior management, developing the award on
Pebblepad and creating an award structure that works for students and assessors. The Award
assessment criteria will be considered and how going back to first principles of what we want students
to get out of the awards has helped solve many problems we encountered.
We will also look to the future and how we can manage expectations of others within the University.
eLearning | 25 Minute Presentation | Applicable to Any Platform
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J Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 2.45 pm – Room 403

New Dogs, New Tricks: An Eassessments Journey
Pete Lonsdale - Keele University
Three years ago we decided to implement an electronic assessments system to allow us to grade
observational, practical assessments for Nursing students and to provide the grades and feedback
online. No existing system met the requirements we identified, so we developed our own iPad app
with corresponding web portal to provide the required features. This system, called eAssessments,
was successful in allowing us to run our practical assessments effectively, including innovative features
(for us!) such as audio feedback and the option to take photos of students giving presentations and to
record evidence of errors in clinical procedures. I will demo the system and show how the iPad app
links to the web interface to support not only the marking of the assessment but how we have also
modified the system to support verification of results and moderation processes.
Since introducing the system we have also received requests for more complex marking criteria, so
the system has been updated to allow the use of rubrics. Now that the system has become embedded
in assessment practices staff have seen the potential of the system for other assessment types, in
particular using it to provide online feedback (including audio commentary) for written exam scripts.
This demonstrates that the affordances of electronic assessment can spread beyond the assessment
methods that were originally targeted for innovation.
Our design and implementation story highlights the appetite for online assessment tools as well as
the importance of getting the details of the system just right: we found that off-the-shelf tools just did
not work for us for a variety of reasons, and even our bespoke system required many iterations to get
to a version that worked for all.
Staff responses to the system have been overwhelmingly positive, with them citing ease of use and
speed of marking and delivering feedback as key highlights. Student responses to the eAssessments
tool have also been positive in the case of practical assessments, but for grading written exam scripts
the responses have been more mixed, with some students responding that they miss the detail
provided by written feedback.
verall, we found that we had underestimated the importance of workflow and consistent approaches
between markers - having the right tool is only part of the solution: supporting staff in using it correctly
is essential.
Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation
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J Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 2.45 pm – Room 405
Keep Calm and Turnitin:
The Impact of Peak Submission Identification and
Just in Time Support
Helen Davies - University of Swansea

Learn how Swansea Academy of Learning and Teaching (SALT) gathered and processed data and
developed multimedia resources to better inform frontline services of peak assessment submission
times and also inform students on how to easily submit their work electronically. The session will also
address the impact that this exercise had on support calls as well as other successful spins offs from
the exercise and plans for future enhancement.

Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Any Platform
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J Session
Friday, 6 January 2017 – 2.45 pm – Room 454

Write On The Edge: Using Xerte Online Toolkit Corpus-Based
Teaching Activities To Support Students Writing Assessments
In Unfamiliar Genres
Megan Bruce, Simon Rees & Jessica Sequera - Durham Foundation Centre

Since 2012 we have been building the FOCUS corpus at Durham University Foundation Centre. This is
a collection of “good” (2:1 or First) Durham student writings at undergraduate and postgraduate level
across a range of academic disciplines. We have used this corpus to support the academic language
development of Foundation students studying the full range of subjects offered at Durham University.
In addition to Foundation level support, our latest grant allows us to support the language
development of Durham University students at different levels of study. In particular, we are
designing corpus-based teaching activities for students who are producing assessments using text
types that are new to them. This paper discusses a project we are working on with Level 1 Sport,
Exercise and Physical Activity students who are learning to write their first lab report assessment. We
have designed a range of teaching activities using Xerte Online Toolkits and hosted these on
Blackboard for the students to access. The activities include a needs analysis and tailored support in
helping students to write in a new genre.
This paper demonstrates how corpus-based teaching activities have been successful in helping
students who are not language experts to understand how language works through a heuristic
approach.

Ticked Off | 25 Minute Presentation | Any Platform
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Friday, 6 January 2017 – 3.15 pm - Room 403

Conference Close / What’s Next?
This session is an opportunity for you to give us feedback on the Conference and offer
suggestions how it can be taken forward for 2018!

Dates for the Next Conference
Thursday 4th & Friday 5th of January 2018
If you’ve any suggestions for a conference theme next year then please email them to
lt.team@durham.ac.uk
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